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 Business Rules: Marketing management, 
penetration, services definition (voice and 
data), profile user, ARPU  evolution, unit 
cost (capex and opex) for sites, new 
equipment and upgrade, financial 
parameters (loan, amortization) 

 Technology Rules: Mullti technology set-
up, budget links, propagation, ,traffic 
analysis,  

 ACP (Automatic Cell Planning 
algorithm) for green field or existing 
network expansions allowing defining the 
type of site, the best location (tower 
sharing feature), and the type of node 
based on vendor equipment specifications 
and coverage services / quality 
requirements. Include azimuth, tilt and 
high of antenna optimization. 

 AND (Automatic Network Dimensioning 
algorithm) analyzing the required demand 
and adapting the network configuration 
(increase carrier, cell splitting, etc). 

 Easy to use, friendly GUI, scenario 
manager and flow controller provided by 
the Data Manager functional module. 

KEY FEATURES 

TOMTMRadio is able to rapidly quote technical 
configurations that will be analyzed using the 
scenario comparison feature.  
 
Examples are infinite where finding the best 
solution requires technical-financial iterative 
analysis, such as: 
o Define a new service to introduce (and 

where) by validating if the revenue 
generated will balance the extra capex / 
opex required.  

o Discussion with vendors about introducing a 
new technology and validate in real time the 
financial impact 

o Annual budget and special programs 

o Check that existing configuration match 
actual demand (cost optimization)

For the past decade wireless operators have been 
focused on deploying new coverage and running 
after the quality of their radio sub-networks due to 
the booming demand. To help them, software 
vendors have developed engineering tools oriented 
to planning and optimization activities. These tools 
have been built by engineers for engineers. Only 
recently, the decreasing cost of the technology 
combined to the decreasing ARPU for the voice 
finally allowed the wireless operators to become 
customers centric and refocus on their business 
fundamentals: create a higher value with their 
networks. 
 
To accomplish this task, a new generation of tool 
has to be introduced allowing to combine business 
and technology. TOMTMRadio  is born to answer 
this need. TOMTMRadio is a Strategic Master 
Planning Tool, not an engineering tool.  Its mission 
is to guide to the right business decision. 
TOMTMRadio outputs will be the input to a planning 
tool.  
 
TOMTMRadio helps decision makers selecting the 
right financial–technical solution. Thanks to his 
proprietary automatic design and simulation 
algorithms, TOMTMRadio  finds the best solution in 
minutes and doesn’t require a large team of radio 
experts. Nevertheless, the results correspond to an 
accurate technical proposal and not to a 
spreadsheet calculation. Planning tools are too 
complex and too manual intensive to perform this 
task. 
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flow of activities and manages the different 
scenarios ((scenario comparison). 

• The Cost and Financial Module deals with 
the unit cost of radio parts and other network 
components such as sites deployment and 
maintenance cost. The Cost module offers 
the possibility to differentiate new 
equipments from upgrades. The Global 
network costs are broken down into Capex 
and Opex and allow dealing with the 
financing opportunity evaluation. The module 
integrates all the required financial 
parameters such as loan and amortization to 
create budget and simplified balance sheet. 
Built-in interfaces with Excel interface allow 
easy reporting and graphics. 

 
By producing a Strategic Master Plan that can 
blend marketing and technical requirements, 
TOMTMRadio can easily lead the decision makers 
towards the right direction.  TOM’s algorithms 
and simulations associated with its flow controller 
enable a shorten decision process. It permits you 
to easily create and analyze scenarios avoiding 
long delays caused by detailed technical analysis 
produced by planning  tools. 

TOMTMRadio is articulated around 5 different 
functional sub modules seamlessly integrated 
by a friendly Man-Machine interface.  
 
 The Marketing and Services Planning sub 

module enables the definition of subscriber 
profiles based on a multi service approach 
associated to bearer service segmentation. 
The module also allows the definition of 
QoS, the creation of Services Areas and 
the management of the associated 
parameters such as penetration type, user 
mobility and multi-services. The module 
include the ARPU evolution by subscriber 
profile over a 10 years period. 

 The Technology sub module manages the 
different parameters related to each 
technology and deals with the entire 
configuration and the modeling that will be 
used by the Radio Master Planning 
Module. 

 Radio Engineering sub module guides the 
user with the customization of the technical 
parameters and the engineering rules. 
Based on marketing demand, it produces 
the required traffic by type of services, 
simulates the traffic distribution, calculates 
the appropriate radio dimensioning and 
associated coverage (uplink and down 
link). Thanks to Automatic Cell Planning 
and Automatic Network Dimensioning 
proprietary algorithms find the best location 
for sites, maximize the re-use of existing 
ones and propose optimized configurations 
or solutions such as cell splitting. 

 The Data Manager Module manages the 
interfaces with the internal and external 
databases, including importation of existing 
network data, stores the business rules 
and constraints. This module controls the  

  

BENEFITS 

 Provides you with a global 
visibility of your network 
Strategic Master Planning by 
synchronizing marketing, technical 
and financial activities. 

 Consolidate in one GIS platform 
all your nationwide network by 
building scenarios , enables 2G 
and 3G networks master planning 
in days 

 Help taking the right decision 
and Improving your ROI by 
maximizing your balance between 
Capex and Opex and validating the 
ideal scenario for your network.

About XTel Consulting 
 
XTel Consulting is an independent, privately owned 
company formed by a veteran of the 
telecommunication industry. Its mission is to develop 
innovative and cost effective solutions for the wireless 
industry by combining technology and business.  
XTel Consulting is based in Maryland and provides 
Services and Planning Tools to operators, equipment 
manufacturers and system integrators 
 

Visit our web site for more details 
www.xtelconsulting.com 


